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Red, White and Sensual
By Bec Botefuhr

Red White And Blue Flags
Sierra is a smart girl, she goes to school, gets good grades and knows what she wants. When she wins
the schools program to work as the Speaker of the houseâ€™s PA, at the White House, for two months,
Sierra couldn't be more thrilled.
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Red White And Royal Blue
Until she meets Marcus Harrison.
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Red White And Blue
Marcus is a dominant and heâ€™s her boss. Recovering from a sketchy past with her ex, Sierra doesn't
want to travel down that road again, but when Marcus closes in on her, with those seductive brown
eyes and sensual words, she finds herself unable to say no to the erotic, sexy man wanting to capture
her heart.
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Red White And Green Flag
A wild, erotic journey about two lovers learning to trust, love and find themselves again.
Holy Hotness, Bec had done it again!!! With all of the hype about this book being too political and how
can someone from Australia write about an American government, I was intrigued as to why there were
so many complaints, so I had to read it right away. I had already bought it but it moved to the top of my
TBR list quickly. I donâ€™t see why there were so many complaints since this book doesnâ€™t really
even go into the way the government is run. It is about the â€œSpeaker of the Houseâ€• and a studen
Holy Hotness, Bec had done it again!!! With all of the hype about this book being too political and how
can someone from Australia write about an American government, I was intrigued as to why there were
so many complaints, so I had to read it right away. I had already bought it but it moved to the top of my
TBR list quickly. I donâ€™t see why there were so many complaints since this book doesnâ€™t really
even go into the way the government is run. It is about the â€œSpeaker of the Houseâ€• and a student
as is PA for a couple of months. Marcus already has a rocky relationship with his fiancÃ© and realizes
he is looking for something more. Sierra just happens to be what he is looking for and doesnâ€™t
realize it until it is right in front of him. With the way this books ends, I am on the edge of my seat
waiting for the next book and am so glad Bec decided to not change the story knowing she has the full
support of her real fans who know it is only fiction, per the warning at the beginning of the book. Please
read this book, and know it is only fiction, to support Bec and her out of this world writing!!!! I would
give it more than 5 stars if I could!!!
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Red White And Black Flag
There was so much wrong with the believability of this story I couldn't focus on anything else.
(Professional secretary major at Georgetown? The speaker of the house living in the White House? The
SoTH being able to go anywhere without the secret service or being able to drop out for a day with no
one caring? A pre-nup that can be enforced without a marriage?) I usually cannot leave even a so-so
story without seeing how it was going end. Not this time. I won't be trying book two.
Not an incredibly long read, and perhaps that is why this felt a tad rushed to me.
Let's face it, with shows like SCANDAL, we all enjoy the sexy rush of power and politics, not to mention
there is never anything new about politicians or the White House having their fair share of extra marital
shenanigans.
The way this book developed seemed a tad rushed to me. The intern, the Speaker of the House...it
happened so fast there was no time for adjustment, acceptance or commentary.
For a girl to be swept

Not an incredibly long read, and perhaps that is why this felt a tad rushed to me.

Let's face it, with shows like SCANDAL, we all enjoy the sexy rush of power and politics, not to mention
there is never anything new about politicians or the White House having their fair share of extra marital
shenanigans.
The way this book developed seemed a tad rushed to me. The intern, the Speaker of the House...it
happened so fast there was no time for adjustment, acceptance or commentary.
For a girl to be swept into the political whirlwind and then to quickly have sexual advances put on her
quickly upon arrival, and then to succumb to that desire, even after her alleged "dark and haunting
past" did not come over as very believable, especially after she brings it up and makes it an issue and
something that she cannot seem to get beyond just yet...but then does???
The inconsistent behavior between Marcus and Sierra left me plagued with too many questions and
wondering just whether or not it was real or for show.
One minute he doesn't want the wife, the next he doesn't want to hurt her, then he wants out of his
marriage so he hands over his Pre-nup to Sierra to let a stranger look at it (not very believable), then a
"loophole" is found and he tells her he already knew that but didn't want to ruin his wife's life, but then
when Sierra's ex, Ben, calls her and tells her the truth of her internship, she storms out, fights with
Marcus, only to bear short witness to his wife's breakdown about a divorce, when he led Sierra to
believe something else...
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Sierra runs, but why then???? There were so many other times more suitable for leaving and forcing his
hand, and that was not the one. It would have been more believable if she made him work for their
sexual relationship, then fell into hard...she dove right in without much thought or reservation and that
left me thinking less of her, when Sierra was painted out to be much more.
I just wish the loose ends were tied up and the frayed rope that the story became did not snap in the
middle of it. It was a great concept that just needed a tad more nurturing to lead it down a more
believable path, especially if we were to fully find the portrayals realistic.
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Red White And Blue Golf Shoes
Bec is one of my favorite authors, so I bought this book without really knowing what it is about. She has
never let me down before and this book was no exception..
First of all i need to point out, that when an author writes a book like this, it is a work of fiction. She
writes in the very beginning "Red, White and Sensual is a work of fiction. All names, characters, places
and events portrayed in this book either are from the author's imagination or used fictitiously" You got
that right? This bo

Bec is one of my favorite authors, so I bought this book without really knowing what

it is about. She has never let me down before and this book was no exception..
First of all i need to point out, that when an author writes a book like this, it is a work of fiction. She
writes in the very beginning "Red, White and Sensual is a work of fiction. All names, characters, places
and events portrayed in this book either are from the author's imagination or used fictitiously" You got
that right? This book is not real, so the political status of this man is a joke. It's not real..
Yet of course a few poor sports got their panties in a bunch and went and cried to Amazon, so Bec has
to take her book down and rewrite it.. How lame. I mean you are reading a work of fiction. Which means
NOT TRUE.. My 6 year old could have told you that, and you want to say it is politically disrespectful? I
honestly forgot this guy was supposed to be the Speaker of the House for about the entire book, so
when Bec switches his profession it will work.. The point is, if you don't like a book, write a bad review
like the rest of us and move on. This is getting to be way too much, the witch hunt some have against
certain authors... Hop off..
ANYWAY as for the book, I liked it.. This one is not my favorite of hers because we all know I am in love
with Travis Phoenix and Jagger.. I liked it though. Sierra is tough, she is smart and she has what it takes
to be the PA for the Speaker of the House.
Marcus is hot, he is dominant which is clear from the first time that these two meet. He knows what he
wants and he goes for it with Sierra..
His fiance is a jerk, and I don't like her one little bit, and it really annoyed me that he kept her around
even after all she did to him.. I kind of lost a bit of respect for him in that sense (although not a lot
because I really liked him lol) but he was doing what he thought was right..
I am anxious to read more, I know we will geta book two, but it will be a little different from this version
because again she has to change Marcus' job and such, but I will be picking up the second one and any
other book that Bec puts out, she really is a great writer. I just wish these authors didn't have to deal
with all the crazy attacks.
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â€œHe stops and gets into discussions as soon as heâ€™s noticed by the other workers.â€•
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Excerpt From: Botefuhr, Bec. â€œRed, White and Sensual.â€• iBooks.
This material may be protected by copyright.
She's talking about The Speaker of the House walking down the hallways of the White House. Can you
spot the things that don't belong in this sentence from the excerpt? (It's a game I used to play with my
FIVE YEAR OLD, you know, to help with reading and writing comprehension.) WORKERS? Senators and
congressmen

â€œHe stops and gets into discussions as soon as heâ€™s noticed by the other

workers.â€•
Excerpt From: Botefuhr, Bec. â€œRed, White and Sensual.â€• iBooks.
This material may be protected by copyright.
She's talking about The Speaker of the House walking down the hallways of the White House. Can you
spot the things that don't belong in this sentence from the excerpt? (It's a game I used to play with my
FIVE YEAR OLD, you know, to help with reading and writing comprehension.) WORKERS? Senators and
congressmen. Also, they would be walking down the halls of congress, not the White House if there
were that many "workers", plural. This SotH also has a suite at the White House. Aaaaannnndddddddd
his fiancÃ© lives with him at his suite at the White House. Want to play that reading comprehension
game again? These are just few of the glaring mistakes that could have been corrected with a simple
Google search, so I'm not going to ignore it. It's so glaring that it jerks you out of the story.
ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ™„ðŸ
™„ðŸ™„ and the reading slump rolls on.
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Red White And Blue Popsicle
I want to start by saying I am a huge Bec Botefuhr fan. I had lots of problems with this one though.
There were just WAY too many problems with the plot and the consistency of the characters. Details
changed over time in the book as well. I found the dialogue to be choppy and unbelievable. This one felt
patched together. I did read book 2 and I just didn't think it got any better for me.
lust, desire, temptation, seduction, domanance, envy its all here in Becs new book, cant wait for book
two to read more
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Red White And Boom
5 Kick Ass Dominant Stars from me!!
Loved the whole aspect of this story, not the norm to come from this author, but had me hooked from
page 1 to the end..
Can't wait for book 2!!
I loved it &amp; I need the next one right now!!!!
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Red White And Blue Background
I would give this a solid 4 stars, although I felt it was too short...rushed at the end.
The story is about a graduate student, Sierra, who wins the chance to be THE PA to the Speaker of the
House (let's suspend reality for a moment because this would NEVER happen in real life. Maybe a low
level assistant...also her duties like having one on one dinners with him wouldn't either...but in fiction
world things like this happen). She, of course, has a sassy gay friend, who I felt we didn't see enoug
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would give this a solid 4 stars, although I felt it was too short...rushed at the end.
The story is about a graduate student, Sierra, who wins the chance to be THE PA to the Speaker of the
House (let's suspend reality for a moment because this would NEVER happen in real life. Maybe a low
level assistant...also her duties like having one on one dinners with him wouldn't either...but in fiction
world things like this happen). She, of course, has a sassy gay friend, who I felt we didn't see enough of.
Marcus is the young Speaker of the House (32...which is super young to get that kind of political clout in
this day and age) and, of course, super hot. He happens to be engaged.
Despite all of this SOUNDING semi-contrite, it actually was quite good. The dialogue wasn't forced. I flew
through the story; I didn't want to put it down. Mild emotional turmoil over one of Sierra's former lover.
This is a MILD Dominant/Submissive type novel. When I say mild, I mean...they refer to it a lot...he TALKS
about it a lot...he asserts himself in a verbally aggressive manor, but it didn't take on the form of
s&amp;m...at least not in THIS novel (part 1).
Things I had some problems with:
-The strange non-marriage pre-nup
-The fast-forwarded ending, although I am appeased by a promise of a second book. :-) A lot of the
details are just kind of left out and rushed.
-It was not clear how a grad student could just pick up and leave campus for months to move to DC. Is it
summer? If so, how does she keep her dorm room?
Overall, a really good, fresh story with some steeaaaaamy love scenes that will have you fanning your
kindle screen. Can't wait for book 2
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OMG! I just finished reading this and its the first book I have ever read by this author and needless to
say I will be reading her other books and any more she may come out with. This book was absolutly
amazing from start to finish I could not put it down I just wanted to keep reading to see what was going
to happen next. Now the ending is a cliffhanger and I literally screamed "NO! Keep going!" when I
finished and I cant wait to continue reading about Sierra and Marcus and what becomes of their
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be reading her other books and any more she may come out with. This book was absolutly amazing
from start to finish I could not put it down I just wanted to keep reading to see what was going to
happen next. Now the ending is a cliffhanger and I literally screamed "NO! Keep going!" when I finished
and I cant wait to continue reading about Sierra and Marcus and what becomes of their relationship.
This book was so well written and sexy it had me blushing and panting on the sex scenes. This is an
absolute must read.
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Red White And Blue Beach
man was i just mind fucked lol i loveddddd it too much i was hooked from start to end. O POOR Marcus
he is caught in a very sticky situation i think he needs to make that heffer of a fiance pay or else he is
the one that will lose everything.
This book lost me at 'having big boobs and ass, yet still having a tiny waist', and then the predictable
falling-over when she first meets the H. Nope.
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